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LINDO Systems
http://www.lindo.com

supplies 3+ products:
What’sBest!
Spreadsheet
modeler

LINGO
Modeling
language

LINDO API
Callable
solver library

Customized

systems,
SCM, Routing, Cutting
stock, finance, etc.

A Word from Our Sponsor, cont.
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Notable Features:
LINDO API: Comprehensive and large scale solver engine. Solve
Linear programs with millions of variables and constraints,
using primal, dual, and/or barrier algorithms.
Quadratic objective and quadratic constraints, all forms, e.g. V@R,
Semi-Definite Programs/ Conic programs,
Nonlinear models + Global solver, solve to guaranteed global optimality
even if functions not convex, not continuous
SP (Stochastic Programming) optimization under uncertainty,
Integer variables allowed anywhere.
LINGO: Easy to use, powerful, comprehensive modeling language with
programming capability to automatically solve a series of related models.
What’sBest!: Easy to use, large scale spreadsheet add-in optimizer giving
all the power of LINDO API, including Global, to the spreadsheet user.
New features for optimization under uncertainty
.

The A B C's of Optimization
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A) Identify the Adjustable cells,
i.e., the decision variables
B) How do we measure Best?
i.e., specify an objective function,
or criterion function
C) What are the Constraints?
i.e., the relationships that limit
what we can do.
Sometimes we are interested in:
D) Dual prices,
What is the value/unit of relaxing some constraint?
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Typical variables:
How much do we buy, produce, ship, carry
in inventory; - from a specific vendor
of a specific product in a specific period.
Typical objectives:
Maximize wealth at end of period T.
Typical constraint:
sources of a commodity = uses of a commodity,
where commodity could be cash, labor, capacity,
product, etc.

Example
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Enginola Company makes 2 types of TV's:
Astro: Profit contribution(PC) = $20/unit, uses 1 hour of labor.
Cosmo: PC = $30/unit, uses 2 hours of labor.
Each product is produced on its own line
with capacities: 60/day on Astro line, 50/day on Cosmo line.
Labor availability is 120 hours/day.

Some questions:
How much should we produce of each?
How much are extra resources worth?
of Astro capacity,
Cosmo capacity,
Labor capacity?

Model in words:
A) Decision variables:
A = no. of Astros produced/day
C = no. of Cosmos produced/day.
B) Objective:
Maximize profit contribution.

C) Constraints:
Astro production not to exceed 60,
Cosmo production not to exceed 50,
Labor usage not to exceed 120 hours.
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What would you recommend?
Cosmo is more profitable/unit....
Astro makes more $/hour of labor..
What is the value of an additional hour of labor?
$20, $15, $0?

Full Linear Program (LP)
Max z= 20A+30C (Objective function)
s.t.

feasible
region

A
<=60 (Astro production constraint)
C
<=80 (Cosmo production constraint)
A +2C <=120 (Labor Usage)
A
>=0 (Nonnegativity constraint on A)
C
>=0 (Nonnegativity constraint on B)

•

Optimal Solution is??

•
•

Production problem using Graph
Production problem using LINGO

9
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Graphical Version of Astro/Cosmo
If we have two or less decision variables, then the
problem can be represented graphically.
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An LP Model in LINGO Scalar format
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[1]
MAX = 20 * A + 30 * C;
[2][2]
A
<= 60;
[3][3]
C <= 50;
[4][4]
A + 2 * C <= 120;
The Solution Report is:
Variable
A
C
Row
1
2
3
4

Value
60.00000
30.00000
Slack or Surplus
2100.00000
0.00000
20.00000
0.00000

Reduced Cost
0.0000000
0.0000000
Dual Price
1.000000
5.000000
0.000000
15.000000

Economic Information in the Report
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Dual Price = value of an additional unit of the
resource associated with the constraint.
Reduced Cost = amount by which the cost per unit
of the associated variable must be
reduced to make it “competitive”.
Alternatively: amount by which profit
contribution must be increased, or
reduction in profit if you force one
unit of this variable into the solution.

Dual Prices and Reduced Costs
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Enginola is considering the manufacture of a digital tape recorder.
Producing one would require
1 unit of capacity on the Astro line,
1 unit of capacity on the Cosmo line,
3 hours of labor, Its profit contribution would be $47/unit
Is it worthwhile to produce the digital recorder(DR)?
Recall, before DR came upon the scene:
MAX = 20 * A + 30 * C;
A
<= 60;
C <= 50;
A + 2 * C <= 120;
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Variable
A
C
Row
1
2
3
4

Value
60.00000
30.00000
Slack or Surplus
2100.00000
0.00000
20.00000
0.00000

Reduced Cost
0.0000000
0.0000000
Dual Price
1.000000
5.000000
0.000000
15.000000

Observations:
DR is most profitable product/unit.
Its profit contribution per labor hour is better than Cosmo.
But it does use more resources.
Without re-solving, what do you recommend?

The expanded formulation is:
MAX = 20 * A + 30 * C + 47
A
C
A + 2 * C + 3
with solution:
Variable
Value
A
60.000000
C
30.000000
DR
0.000000
Row
1
2
3
4

Slack or Surplus
2100.000000
0.000000
20.000000
0.000000
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*
+
+
*

DR;
DR <= 60;
DR <= 50;
DR <= 120;
Reduced Cost
0.0000000
0.0000000
3.0000000
Dual Price
1.000000
5.000000
0.000000
15.000000

The Costing Out Operation/Reduced Costs
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For activity DR:
Row

Coefficient

1
2
3
4

-47.0
1.0
1.0
3.0

Dual Price
1.0
5.0
0.0
15.0

Coef*Price

-47.0
5.0
0.0
45.0
--------Net opportunity cost=
3.0
Note, we do everything in terms of cost, so we put a -47.0 in the
objective row because the 47 is a profit contribution, which is
equivalent to a cost of -47. The whole operation is stated terms of
net opportunity cost.

For activity A:
Row

1
2
3
4
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Coefficient

-20.0
1.0
0.0
1.0

Dual Price

Coef*Price

1.0
5.0
0.0
15.0

-20.0
5.0
0.0
15.0
--------Net opportunity cost=
0.0

So the Reduced Cost is the
net opportunity cost of an activity,
relative to the "incumbent" or “basic” activities.

Solution Methods
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We will say little about solution methods.
We simply assume they work.

For LP’s:
a) Simplex method: Proceeds from one corner on the exterior
to a better neighbor, until there is no better neighbor.
b) Barrier method. Starts in the interior. Treats the
constraint boundary as a barrier not to be crossed. Moves
through the interior to the optimum.
Good for typical large models.
Details of implementation are trade secrets.

Thank you for your attention.
For more information,
please visit www.m-focus.co.th
or
Call 02-513-9892

